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The Honourable Mr Justice Ramsey:

Introduction
In 1992 Mrs Eiles purchased a Victorian mid-terrace house at 18 Gowlett Road in
Peckham, London SE15."The property consists of a four bedrQom,two storey house
constructed of solid brick with a'tiled roof and a three 'storey back addition of similar
construction. There isa cellar on the right hand side of the property (looking from the
road) which extendsto about 1.1m below ground level.

2.

When Mrs Eiles purchasedthe property, a report and valuation was carried out in July
1992 by the Cheltenharn & Gloucester Building Society. In that report there was
reference to evidence of past movement which appearedto be long standing and non
progressive and it stated that the likelihood of further significant movement seemed
remote. It then stated:
"However there is a mature Silver Birch tree to thepavement approximately 30feet high and within 1 O-feet of front elevation, a deciduous tree to the rear
garden approximately 20-feet high and within 5-feet ofrear elevation and these
trees could constitute a potential risk to the structural integrity of the property
and specialist advicefrom a tree expert may beprudent."

3.

At some stage in 1995 or 1996 Mrs Eiles had the deciduoustree at the rear, a cherry
tree, removed.
In 1998 sh~ became concerned at cracking which she had observed in the property
and, on the recommendationof friends, wrote on 23 October 1998 to Mr Trimming of
R J Trimming & Associates, Structural Consultants and Surveyors, asking for his
opinion on the situation and any necessaryremedial work. He visited the property and
Mrs Eiles asked him to produce information so that she could send a claim to her
insurers, Co-operative Insurance Society Limited ("CIS").

5.

Mr Trimming decided to monitor movement in the house and on 4 November 1998
two Avonguard tell-tales were installed, one internal and one external. The internal
one was located to monitor a crack in the party wall with 20 Gowlett Road at the
junction betweenthe main house and the back addition at second floor level (:"Crack
A"). The external tell-tale was placed on the rear wall of the back addition to monitor
a crack below the first floor window ("Crack B").

6,

In May 2000 Mr Trimming issueda report in which he said this:
"The net result of the clay strata, dry climatic conditions, and mode of
construction, variable foundation depths and the trees around the house[tas left it
in need of remedial attention as a result of the differential subsidencethat has
occurred upto the time of thereport."

7.

On 31 July 2000 Mrs Eiles made a claim against her insurers, CIS, in which she said
that cracks began to appeararound September1995 and had continued to do so since
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then. CIS instructed Davies, Chartered Loss Adjusters, to act for them in respect of
the claim and on 14 August 2000 Mr Graysmark of Davies visited the property to
inspect it. He made a preliminary report on 15 August 2000 to which he attached
photographs.

8

Mr Trimming had two trial holes dug to determine the soil conditions, the foundation
depth and whether the sub-strata was influenced by factors such as roots. The
locations were noted in his Technical Addendum of February 2001 as being "Rear
extension rear wall at rear flank comer" and as "Front wall of the bay on the entrance
porch side". Numerous roots were found in the trial hole at the front bay and 'these
were analysed and found to be birch roots with moderate to low starch. The presence
of starch is generally consideredto indicate the presenceof live roots. However, he
expressedthe view'that the problem from the front tree only existed as far as the main
spine wall but that with roots as large as 65mm diameter, the problem could gradually
extend to the main rear wall.

9.

The foundations to the bay at the front were reported to be at a depth of some 550
mm below ground; those to the back addition at a depth of some 250 mm below
ground level. Although the structural engineering experts had agreed these figures,
there was debate at the hearing as whether a depth of 250mm could be the depth of
the foundations at the rear, in particular, at the flank wall of the back addition where
the ground level was 500mm below the ground level along the rear wall of the back
addition.

10.

In June 2001 Mr Graysmarkconfirmed his view that the site investigation had shown
that the front of the property was being significantly affected by the tree but suspected
that the problem at the rear related to drain problems. He thought that the problem
might be solved by removal of the tree at the front and repairing the drains and that it
was too early to consider underpinning at that time.
To investigate the drains Mr Trimming had a drain survey carried out on 1 October
2001. That investigated the drain runs in the infill area betweenthe flank wall of the
back addition and the party wall with 16 Gowlett Road. That survey showed that there
were defects in the drain in the form of offset joints but did not show any evidence of
tree roots.

12

In the meantime Davies wrote to the Defendant on 28 November 2001 to say that
inve~tigationshad highlighted the birch tree owned by them as a factor in the damage
that had beencausedto the front of the property. The Defendant wrote on 30 January
2002 to say that the birch tree was crown reduced by 20% and the crown lifted to 3m
on 15 January2002 as part of their three-yearroutine maintenanceprogramme.

13

In December 2001 Mr Trimming produced a further report in which he set out the
following principal developmentssince his February2001 report:

7.
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"Cracks that existed in the house have now developed to a further extent and
there has been a very slow but progressive appearance of new ones. The existing
cracks narrowed for a period after the technical report but have now reached
their widestpoint since monitoring commencedin November 1998."

14

He then expressedthe view that:
"At present, pfQblems from the front tree primarily affect the main part of the
house.It has to be realised neverthelessthat roots as large as 65 mm diameter do
affect all of it. This is evident when viewing the effect that thefront tree has had
on the rear extension. The effect has been achieved by the pavement tree pulling
the main part of the houseforward whilst the rear extension moved at a different
rate. The overall effect has been the separation of the main part of the house and
the rear extensionand this is where the worst singular area of damage has been
uppulled
to theforward."
present time. The desiccation at thefront
has causedthe main section to
be
.

15,

Mr Trimming recommendedunderpinning to the front of the house and the rear of the
back addition.

16

On 19 February 2002 Davies issued a further report to CIS, having considered Mr
Trimming's December2001 report. They stated that there had clearly been movement
throughout the entire property and that it was considered to be linked to the
Defendant's tree. They stated that, in the circumstances,the proposed underpinning
put forward was, in broad terms, likely to be necessary.
The Defendantnotified its insurers who appointed urton Associatesto investigate the
claim. They vIsited the property on 2 May 2002 and wrote to Davies on 20 May 2002
in the following tenns:
" We note from these that the damage is predominantly within the rear addition
and at the addition junction with the main terrace. From our close inspection of
thefront wall of the property, there is negligible movement of thefront bay and
previous repairs noted have not reopened.
Given that thefront bayand front wall are on relatively shallow foundations, and
adjacent to the deepfoundations of the cellar, we would have expectedsignificant
cracking on the bay and front wall if subsidenceat thefront of the building was
occurring as a result of tree root encroachment."

18.

By 31 July 2002 Mrs Eiles was reporting to the CIS that, despite the massive rainfall
that year, the cracking of the rooms in the front of the house and especially in the back
addition was noticeably increasing as could be seenwith the naked eye.

19.

Davies carried out a further inspection of the property on 3 October 2002 with Mrs
Eiles and Mr Trimming. They noted and took photographsof a crack at high level in
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the party wall with 16 Gowlett Road, at the front of the house. They then made a
further report to CIS on 14 October 2002 in which they said this:
"Rear of House- From the monitoring results which the engineer hasput forward,
there has beencontinued movement of the back projection of the house.From the
site investigation results it appears that this is due to general desiccation of the
clay subsoil during dry periods. The engineer has recommended limited
underpinning together with superstructure repairs and redecoration. Given the
continuing movementindicated by the monitoring results this would appear to be
the best wayfor the situation to be resolved.
Front Elevation- We have previously advised that there was damage at thefront
of theproperty. However, unlike at the rear monitoring has not been undE~rtaken
by the engineer. By comparing the current damage with photographs previously
taken it appears that. there has been no progression of damage. Furthermore,
whilst only an external inspection has been carried out by the loss adjusters
acting on behalf of the Local Authority, their view is that there is no subsidence
damageto thefront bay, which is normally thefirst to be affected by treeroots"

20.

They therefore stated that on the present evidence they were unable to support the
view that underpinning of the front elevation was necessary.

21

Mrs Eiles respondedto this and stated that there were no cracks in the front living
room wall when she last redecoratedand that the cracks were now clearly visible and
reachedthrough the party wall to her neighbours at 16 Gowlett Road.

22.

CIS acceptedthat underpinning should be carried out to the rear but not at the front of
the property. However, as stated by Davies in a letter to MrTrimming on 14 ;ranuary
2003, it was agreed that tenderers would be asked to quote for underpinning at the
front and CIS would reconsiderthe matter on the basis that works to the front would
be a preventative not a restorative measure.

23

Tenders were received in May 2003 and on 1 September2003 Davies reported to CIS,
in particular-seeking instructions as to whether the underpinning to the front should be
included. They set out their views as follows:
"As we have described above, we are not convinced that the damage at tJ1efront
of the property is subsidence related and this is a view shared by t}le Loss
Adjusters for the Local Authority. However, we cannot categorically state that
this is not the case although there has been no deterioration during the
monitoring period. Therefore,on technical grounds, ~e are unable to supjoort the
view that the front elevation should be underpinned. However, on e(~onomic
groundsyou maywish to give consideration to this."

24.

On 3 September2003 CIS authorisedrepairs on the basis of the recommendedtender,
including underpinning to the front elevation. Mrs Eiles wrote to CIS on 26
September 2003 in relation to the underpinning and the need for alternative
accommodation.Shesaid:

27.
30.
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"Work is shortly to commenceon underpinningfor the aboveproperty. It has
now been made clear to me that the underpinning work will be extremely
disruptive. Work will require the removal of all the kitchen appliances and work
areas, there will be no access in and out of the main hall, and because of the
layout of the property (mid terrace) all soil and concrete will have to travel
through the house to reach the rear underpinning area. For a considerable
period (upto three monthsI am told) my housewill be uninhabitable.
I have therefore had to consider alternative accommodationfor my hou.S'eholdmyself, myson and daughter and mydaughter'spartner."

25

CIS accepted that Mrs Eiles should obtain alternative accommodation. Party Wall
Awards under the Party Wall etc Act 1996 were made in respectof 16 Gowlett Road
on 7 October 2003 and in respect of 20 Gowlett Road on 17 October 2003, each
including an agreed scheduleof condition. On 27 October 2003 'Mr Trimming drew
up a specification for repairs and decoration at 18 Gowlett Road.

26.

During the course of underpinning work, the underpinning to the front had to be
extendeddue to the presenceof roots. Further analysis of the roots at the front showed
them to be birch roots with moderate to low starch content. In addition, during the
underpinning to the back addition, the clay at the rear was found to be moist.
Mr Trimming wrote to Davies on 1 December 2003 to report on progress. He stated
that the underpinning at the front was taken deeperbecauseof tree roots and added:
"The writer would not have believed how extensive the root systemfi'om the
Birch tree is below the house or large some of the roots are. The largl~st root
measured by the writer up to the present time has been 149.10 mm. ". The
basementhas headroom of less than 2 metres and you have roots of up to 11 mm
at that depth."
,

28

He also referred to Crack A and stated that "The underpinning at the rear is ~,howing
that the crack was not caused by the rear pulling awayfrom thefront and it ml:lst have
therefore been caused by the front pulling away from the rear. To do t.'zat, the
basementmust have allowed the front to drop and it will continue to allow that to
happen unlessunderpinned leaving Mrs Eiles wondering what all this has been about
if the worst crack re-appears."

29.

The work to the property, including the repair and redecorationof the superstructure
was completed and Mrs Eiles finally moved back into the property in mid October

2004.
These proceedings were commenced on 24 September 2004 claiming damages for
nuisance and/or negligence on the basis that the encroachmentof the roots of the birch
tree had caused subsidence at the property. The Defendant served a Defence on 19
July 2005 and on 28 September2005 madetwo concessions:
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i)

That the tree management undertaken by the Defendant was inadequate and
the Defendant admitted that it was negligent in failing to pollard, crown or
otherwise manage or control the growth of the birch tree adequatelyor at all.

ii)

That it was reasonably foreseeableto the Defendant that there was a risk of
subsidencedamage from the tree to the front of the property only, by virtue of
the proximity of the tree to the front of the premises and the nature of the subsoil (Woolwich and Reading Beds).

In relation to the subrogated claim made by CIS, in the name of the Claimant, the
damagesfor underpinning are now limited to the cost of the underpinning to the front
of the property. The Claimant accepts that the cost of the underpinning undertakeQat
the rear is not recoverable from the Defendant.

The Issues

32.

Counsel have helpfully identified the issues.They are as follows:

i)

Breach of duty: The Defendant admits that the tree management of the
Defendant was inadequate and therefor~ admits the breach of duty alleged in
paragraph6(2) of the Particulars of Claim.

ii)

Foreseeability: The Defendant has admitted that it was reasonablyforeseeable
that there Was a risk of subsidencedamage from the tree to the front of the
premises (namely the part of the houseforward of the spine wall separatingthe
front and rear reception room on the ground floor) by virtue of the proximity
of the tree to the front of the premises and the nature of the sub-soil.
Otherwise, foreseeability is denied.

iii)

Damage to the property: What movement-related damage has the property

suffered?
iv)

Limitation: The extent to which such dam~geis historical (being attributable
to the period before 24 .September2004) and, therefore, time-barred or recent
(attributable to the period since that date).

v)

Causation: In respect of any proven recent movement-related dama:ge,was
that damagecausedby roots of the tree underthe property? In particullJlr,

Ii)

What is the zone of influence of the tree?

b)

Whether the main part of the house is.rotating towards the front and/or
the tree (as the Claimant's engineering expert suggests)or the back
addition is rotating away from the main part (as the Defendant's
engineering expert suggests).

vi)

Apportionment:
a)

Underpinning: To the extent that the property suffered recent damage,
whether that damagejustified underpinning at the front so that the cost
of underpinning at the front is recoverable. The Claimant acc{:ptsthat
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the cost of the underpinningwhich was undertakenat the rear is not
recoverablefrom the Defendant.
b)

Superstructurerepairs: In the event that the Court finds that there was
movement-related damage caused by roots of the tree under the
property, the extent to which the costs of repairs which were actually
undertakenare attributable to that damage.

c)

Without prejudice to the question of apportionment and causation, the
Defendant does not suggest that the costs of the work charged were
unreasonablyexpensive for the work actually done.

33

The main issue in this case is the causeof the damage. It is only when that question
has beenansweredthat issuesof breach, foreseeability or damagescan be considered.
The approach to causation in casesof damage by tree roots was considered by the
Court of Appeal in Loftus-Brigham v. London Borough of Ealing [2003] EWCA Civ
1490 where the question of causationwas expressedin this way: whether desiccation
from the tree roots materially contributed to the damage. This was based on the
observation of Lord Reid in Bonnington Castings v. Wardlaw [1956] AC 613 at 620,
cited with approval by Lord Bingham of Cornhil1 in Fairchild v. GlenhavenFuneral
Services[2003] 1 AC 32 at para 14, that a claimant "must make it appear at least that
on the balance ofprobabilities the breach ofduty causedor materially contributed to
his injury. "

34.

In this case, the mechanismof causationrelied upon by the Claimant and supported
by Mr Freeman, its engineering expert, is that the roots of the birch tree have grown
under the property and caused desiccationof the ground at the front. This has caused
the sub-soil to shrink so that the foundations to the main house have settled, causing
the main houseto move away from the back addition.

35.

This mechanismis disputed by the Defendant and its engine~ringexpert, Mr de Silva.
They state that there has not been any significant settlement or damageto the main
house but that the back addition has settled and moved away from the main house
becauseof the effect of an ivy plant adjacentto the rear wall of the back addition.

Vet!etation
36.

First, I consider what is known aboutthe birch tree at the front. and the ivy at the rear.
Theseare now the main contendersfor the causeof the movements.

37

The birch tree is a mature tree about 12.15mtall and it is on the pavementat the front
and to the left hand side of the property. It stands 4.5m from the front bay and 4.9m
from the main front wall as measuredfrom the trunk.

38

The expert arboriculturalists, Mr Kelly for the Claimant and Dr Dobson for the
Defendant, have agreed, from viewing aerial photographs, that the 2000 photograph
shows that the crown of the birch tree is larger in 2000 than it was on the 1998
photograph.
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The Defendanthas provided the following information about the work it carried out to
the birch tree. It statesthat:
i)

In May 1997the crown was thinned by 10% and lifted 4 metres;

ii)

In March 1999 the crown was thinned by 10% and lifted 3 metres;

iii)

In October 1999the crown was reduced by 20% and thinned by 10%;

iv)

In January2002 the crown was reduced by 20% and lifted by 4 metres;

40.

In cross-examination, the Defendant sought to suggest to Mr Kelly that the
photographic evidence of growth between 1998 and 2000 was inconsistent with the
work of croWn reduction having been carried out in October 1999. However, that
information on crown reduction was provided by the Defendant's solicitor by email
on 25 March 2006. It was based on instructions ttom the Defendant and, in the
absenceof any evidenceto show that an error was made in those instructions, I do no:t
consider that the Defendant can properly dispute that information. Neither do I
consider that the photographic evidence is inconsistent with that work being carried
out in October 1999. Rather, that evidence appearsto show growth between 1~)98and
2000, although given the anglesand shadows of the photographs,the extent of growth
was unclear. However, at best the photographs would show, on the basis of a crown
reduction of 20% in October 1999, that there had beensomevigorous growth.

41

The expert arboriculturalists agreed the following in respectof the ivy at the rear of
the property in their Memorandumof 11 March 2006:
"The Ivy growing near the right hand boundary wall, whosestem is O.7mj;rom the
party wall, at one time coveredpart of the rear wall to secondfloor hei&~ht.The
remains of Ivy tendrils can be seen up to the height of the bathroom vent (6-8m).
But we believe that it was removed well before the onset of this claim. It now
grows to thefull height (approximately 2.5m) of the boundary wall with No. 20."

42

However, during the courseof the evidence the ivy took on more significance and by
the end of the hearingwas relied on by the Defendant as the causeof the movement of
the back addition. At my invitation, the expert arboriculturalists met again dwring the
course of the hearing. On the basis of the photographs, they agreed that there was no
obvious ivy growth before May 1992 and the next photograph on whic;hthe n~ar wall
was visible, taken on 18 October 1998, showed ivy on the rear wall of 20 Gowlett
Road up to approximately first floor height. A photQgraphattached to the Davies
report of 15 August 2000 shows ivy growing on the rear elevation to a height of the
first floor window on the rear wall. The aerial photograph of 23 September2000 is
agreed to show a similar picture to- 1.998and the photo taken by Davies on 3 IDctober
2002 shows ivy growing to the top of the second floor window.

43

Mrs Eiles' evidence is that the ivy was cut down on occasionsby her son and igrewup
again. The evidence therefore establishesthat from about 1998 onwards ivy grew at
the rear of the property, climbed up the rear elevation and was cut back on oc:casions
prior to 2003. The ivy stemis at 0.7 m from the rear elevation in a bed of earth which
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is surrounded by a low wall. In thos~ circumstances,the original expert agreement
that the ivy on the rear wall of the back addition was removed well before the onset of
this claim has clearly been supersededby this later agreement.

44

In terms of the possibilit,y of vegetation causing damage,a large number of roots were
found beneaththe front of the property and over 70 identifications showed these to be
birch roots. The roots were found to a depth of 2.8 metres below the front bay; to a
depth of about 2.6 metres below the left party wall, including under the chimney
breast in the front room. Dr Dobson had no difficulty in accepting that the roots might
extend further and Mr Kelly considered that they were likely to extend significantly
beyond the point where they were seen.

45

To the rear of the property, there is no evidence of tree roots at relevant locations and
Mrs Eiles gave evidence of the absenceof roots in the 2001 trial hole and during
underpinning at the rear. The infomlation contained in Mr Trirnming'sFebruary 2001
report states"not many roots at rear" but any roots were not analysed and in the 2005
investigation it states that one significant root was fotmd but was very thin and
decayed. The experts agree that this was most likely to be a root from the sweet peas
planted by Mrs Eiles.

46

The expert arboriculturalists do not agree on the likely depth and spread of the ivy
roots or the potential of the ivy to causethe damagenoted.

47.

Dr Dobson considers that the ivy could be rooted to a depth of at least 0.5 to 1m and
have a lateral extent of 3m or so, including beneaththe property. Mr Kelly considers
that the root is more likely to develop in areas that contain an adequate supply of
available water and cited an extract from a book "Water deficits and plant growth",
edited by Kozlowski at p. 233. The experts do agree,though, that the growth of roots
is opportunistic and they grow according to the environmental conditions they
encounter.Mr Kelly considers that this means that the roots of the ivy are more likely
to be in the gardenarea at shallow depth.

48.

As to the likelihood that ivy could cause damage, Mr Kelly states that he has never
encountered ivy of such modest size causing cracks to open in the manner shown
here. Dr Dobson accepted that he has never dealt with a case involving movement
caused by ivy. The experts agree that there is little published guidance on the
influence of ivy on building subsidencebut the NHBC advisesthat:
"Shrubs have considerable potential to cause damage to foundations.
Pyracantha, Cotoneaster and climbers such as Ivy, Virginia Creeper and
Wisteria can be particularly damaging."

49.

Dr Biddle, an accepted expert and author of "Tree Root Damage to Buildings" notes

at p.150that:
"A shrub on a single stem can therefore cause localised soil drying, potentially
associated with considerable angular distortion. Near the centre of a wall the
foundations maybe able to bridge such influence, but near a corner, particularly
if there are window openings,localised movementand damage can occur,,"
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He addsthat:
"Climbers, such as ivy, Virginia creeper or Wisteria, can often cover a very
extensivearea off a single stem with the potential to cause intense soil drying in
that location."

51.

Dr Biddle also states at p.ISI:
"Although shrubs have the ability to cause damage, there is little information on
the influence of different species, or their propensity to cause damage.
Experience suggeststhat some of the shrubs in the Rosaceaefamily are the most
likely to cause damage, particularly Pyracantha and Cotoneaster, possibly
because these are frequently grown to large size in immediate proxjimity to
buildings (Figure 9./6). Other genera in the Rosaceae (see Figure 14.1, page
219) are encountered more frequently as a cause of damage, compared with
generafrom other families.
Although some shrubs may cause soil drying to sufficient depth to cau.S'esome
damage, it seems probable that these effects will always be compGrratively
shallow and entirelyseasonal."

52

The experts are agreed that the ivy is likely to have extracted substantially less
moisture from the soil than the birch tree but the ivy could have caused localised
desiccation but probably less than the extent of the rooting. Mr Kelly also considers
that the birch tree is likely to have water use which is 100 or more times that of the
ivy. This precise magnitude is disputed by Dr Dobson~

53

On that evidence, I consider that an ivy plant did have potential for local desiccation
in the area of the rear wall of the back addition but that the water extracted by the ivy
would be comparatively small by comparison to the birch tree. I shall consider the
other aspectswhen I assessthe evidenceof damage.

The sub-soil

54.

The British Geological Survey maps show the boundary betweenthe London clay and
the Woolwich and Readingbedsto be close to Mrs Eiles' property.

55

The evidence of the soil properties comes from the two trial holes excavated in 2001
(one at the front and one at the rear) and from four boreholes (one at the front and
three at the rear) carried out in June 2005. The engineering experts have agreed that
the subsoil at the rear and below 1.8 m depth at the front seems to be natural,
undisturbed, material but is untypical of London clay. Tests carried out in 20101show
this natural subsoil to be of high shrinkage potential. Above 1.8m depth at the front
the evidence suggests that the material is a clay fill consisting of soil that has been
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excavated and replaced at some stage and the 2001 tests show it to be of medium

(

shrinkagepotential.
In terms of soil desiccation, the engineering experts are agreed that the results from
the January2001 site investigation show no eyidence of desiccation at the front or at
the rear but that there are high moisture levels between about 1 metre and 1.5 metres
depth at the rear. In relation to the results of the June 2005 site investigation, the
experts agreethat there were lower moisture contents at the front, to 1.65 metre depth,
compared with the 2001 data; that the soil suctions were indicative ~f desiccation to
about 1.65 metre depth at the front, assuming soil over that depth is fill but that there
was no evidence of desiccation at the rear.

57.

The important conclusion that I draw from that information is that neither
investigation showedevidence of desiccation at the rear but rather the opposite, moist
soil conditions at between1 and 1.5 metres depth. There is, however, some evidence
of desiccation down to 1.65m depth at the front.

Distortion Survey
58

A distortion surveywas carried out by Grjphon Surveys in June 2005 to take external
level and verticality measurementsto the front and rear elevations and also to take
levels on the ground floor. Mr de Silva carried out his own survey using a one metre
spirit level when he visited site in July 2005.

59

The engineering expertsagree that the Gryphon survey showedthat:
i)

the rear wall of the back addition leans towards the rear by 56-73 mm over its
full height;

ii)

the front wall of the main house leans towards the front by 25-31 mm over its
full height;

iii)

the rear wall at the back addition has a slope of 22 mm down towards the right
hand party wall;

iv)

the front wall of the main house has a slope of 43-67 mm down towards the
left hand party wall.

The internal ground floor level Gryphon survey shows differences of levels of 40mm
maximum at ground floor with higher levels at the sides and back of the main house.
Mr de Silva's survey of the ground floor does not contain sufficient data to draw
conclusions.
61

Mr de Silva's survey shows the rear wall of the main house to lean to thl~ rear at
ground floor but to be vertical at fIrst floor level. His sketch of the front (~levation
indicates the elevation sloping to the left hand side (towards 16 Gowlett Roacl)and he
notes that the front elevations of the housesappearto show an historic dip tovvardsthe
tree. He also showsa slope in the back addition at first floor level of 10 nun/m.

62

The main conclusion to be drawn from the surveys, as acceptedby both en~~ineering
experts, is that the property has been subject to historic movement before 19198.That

65.
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movement has generally been towards the birch tree at the front. At the rear, the
movement appearsto have been towards the opposite comer. Otherwise, given the
fact that floors were taken up during the remedial work and some floors were, it
seems, relevelled, I do not glean much assistance from the surveys of the internal
ground floor levels. The local reading of a slope of lOmm/m by Mr de Silva at first
floor level in the back addition may be of more significance but I consider that, as Mr
Freeman says, it is more likely to be consistent with the historic movement of the
house than to indicate recentmovement.

(

Monitorinl!

63

Crack monitoring was undertaken of Cracks A and B between November 1998 and
September 2003 .by Mr Trimming. The results of the horizontal and vertical
~ovement of the tell-tales at those cracks has been shown on graphsproduced by both
experts. They show seasonal opening and closure to both cracks. They also show
increasing horizontal and vertical movement acrossthe crack over the period 1998 to

2003.
64.

Mr de Silva has superimposedthe crack movements for Cracks A and B and they
show a remarkable correlation in the size of the horizontal movement of the two
cracks until mid to late 2001 when the movements in Crack B become smaller and
there is a mpid change of 1.5mm in the vertical movement of Crack B. Over the
period 1998 to 2003 Crack A shows horizontal movement of 4 to 5mm and vertical
movement of 2 to 3mm, whilst Crack B shows movement of 3 to 4mm and 1 to 2 mm
in those directions.
Mr de Silva questionsthe significance of the increasing crack width and the causeof
the change in the movements of Crack B after 2001. He considers that the increasing
crack width could be caused either by a "ratcheting" effect or softening of the clay at
depth due to excessivemoisture in the ground. The "racheting" effect occurs because
debris lodges in the crack and preventsthe crack closing and therefore increasescrack
width. The softening of the clays at depth might, he considers have been caused by
the excessivewetnessin the band of subsoil at 1 to 1.5 m at the reat.

66

Mr Freeman does not acceptthose explanations. His view is that whilst open cracks
can fill with debris, in his experience cracks caused by seasonalmovement tend to
open and close equally and the shapeof the graphs with a reversal of amplitude from
year to year strongly suggests that the crack opening is not caused by debris. In
relation to the softening of the subsoil, Mr Freeman does not accept that the water
would soften the clay qr that progressive movement due to soil softening has been
caused.He believes that the wet band of soil may be a sand layer.

67.

I prefer the evidenceof Mr Freeman on this aspect.The crack movement reversal, for
instance for Crack A in 2000/2001, shows that it closed more than it had opened,
indicating strongly that the previous closing had not been limited by debris. Neither
do I consider that a mechanismexists which would permit free water to soften clay at
depth and causevertical movement of the foundations at the rear. The clay is confined
and will only absorb water if stressesare reduced so that softening cannot occur, as it
might if it were exposedto free water in an excavation.

72.
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Another issue which divides the experts is the significance of the change in readings
for Crack B'in 2001. Mr de Silva considers that the brick to which the tell-tale, or one
part of it, was fixed might have become loose so as ~o mean that the tell-tale did not
properly record the movement. Mr Freeman, on th~ other hand, considers that the
change in amplitude is more likely to have happenedbecauseof a physical change in
the wa1.l.He points to the photographsof the tell-tal~ at Crack B and states that there
is a lack of evidence for a loose brick. Also, he statesIthata loose brick would be more
likely to give rise to random mov~ments and not the movements seen in this case: a
rapid increase of 1.5 mm vertically and a decreasedamplitude of cyclic horizontal
movement.

69

Again, I prefer the explanation put forward by Mr Freeman. Although the
photographs are not perfect, a loose brick is not evident and was not noted by the
persontaking results. Whilst, as demonstratedby a ~odel produced by the Defendant,
a brick could be loose and still record movements, I consider that the cyclical nature
of the movementsand their reduced amplitude, coupled with the rapid change in the
amplitude of the vertical crack movement, strongly suggests that a physical change
has taken place. I therefore do not accept that the ~iscontinuity in the crack width
readings in Crack B in 2001 can be explained by a lqose brick. It is more likely that a
physical change occurred which meant that the connection to the source of the
causative movement was altered. This, of course, leaves open the issue of whether
that change occurred becausethe back addition wall moved, as Mr de Silva believes,
or becausethe connectionto the main housechanged! as Mr Freemanbelieves.

70

Mr Freeman has marked on a gr&phof the movemebts in Cracks A and B, the dates
when the Defendant carried out work to the birch tree. In summary this shows in
relation to horizontal crack movement for Crack A lin the April to October growing
seasonfor eachyear:
I

71.

i)

1999: +3.0 mm -crown thinned and lifted in March 1999;

ii)

2000: + 1.5rnrn-crown reducedand thinned in October 1999;

iii)

2001: +2. 7mm -no tree work;

iv)

2002: + 1.4mrn -crown reduced and lifted in January2002;

v)

2003: >+2.8mm -no tree work.

On that basis, Mr Freeman,supportedby the eviden~ of Mr Kelly, concludes that the
opening of Crack A (and Crack B, at least until 2001) is directly related 1:0work
carried out on the birch tree. .,
I
The Defendant submits, in closing, that the evidence bfthe movement in cracks A and
B cannot be related to the known history and develqpmentof the birch tree. [t states
that there was no record of any significant damage~uring the drought years of 19951997; birch trees are likely to suffer reduced growth! in the years after a drou!~htand,
on the Claimant's case, the cracks developed in 19~8, a wet year when the birch is
likely to have been previously affected by the drought.
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The arboricultural experts agree that the work carrieq out in March 1999 is likely to
have had little impact on tree water use and that any.' pact on water use of the work
in January 2002 is likely to have been restricted to the 2002 growing season. The
work carried out in October 1999 was only known lat and so the experts did not deal
with it in their agreementbut, evidently, it representsa similar situation to the crown
reduction in 2002.

74

Mr Kelly's evidence in support of this is that crown ~inning and crown lifting have
little impact on tree water use but crown reduqtion does. He cites a paper,
"Controlling water use of trees to alleviate subsidenc4risk" produced by the Building
ResearchEstablishmentfor the Horticulture LINK P~ojectNo 212, as support for the
impact of crown reduction on water use. At page 11 tijat paperstates:
"The re-gr()wth after crown-reduction produce~ trees with greater leaf density
2
3
(m leaflm ) becausetheyhad larger leavesmore closelypacked together
within a smaller crown volume comparedto no~-prunedtrees.
Crown-thinning reduced the leaf area density, and generally the trees took
longer to recover their canopy leaf area thanfo~ crown-reduction.
Total tree water use (transpiration) was reducedlbycrown-reduction and
unaffected by crown-thinning in the year ofprun~ng.
Crown-reduction reduced soil drying by trees in theyear ofpruning, but ti1e
effectswere generally small and disappearedwi t hin the following
season, unless
the reduction

was severe,

in which

case the effec s were larger

and persisted

for

upto two years."

~
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~r Dobson originally consideredthat ~hecomparison betweenmovement in 2000 and
In 2002 showed that crown reduction had no 1 uence on reduced water use.
However, at that stagehe was unaware of the crown eduction which had beencarried
out in October 1999 (so as to affect the 2000 gro ng season).However, when the
October 1999'tree work was disclosed, Dr Dobson's Icomparisonbetween2000 (with,
he thought, no crown reduction) and 2002 (with cro* reduction) could no longer be
sustained.Rather, the similarity of movement in 200q and 2002, when the growth was
influenced by crown reduction in both years, supported Mr Kelly's position.

76.

Dr Dobson then pointed to page 12 of the Horticul~e
stated:
j

LINK Project paper "vhere it

"For practical soil moisture conservation,1severe crown-reduction :70-90%
of crown volume would have to be applie4. Reduction of up to 50~; crown
volume is not consistentlyeffectivefor dec~asing soil drying."

77

~r Dobsonthereforequestionedwhethera 20%cro~ requctionwould havethe same
impact.

,1

80.
83.
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Mr Kelly relied on page 36 of the Horticulture LINK rroject Paper which stated
"The soil remained wetter under the crown reduced trees than undej"crown
thinned or non-pruned trees b~tw~enMaY'f nd November
1999,'
difjerences
between

treatments

were

szgnificant

z

July

(P=O.O59),

September

(P=O.O95)and November(P<O.O5)"
79.

Dr Dobson queried the statistical significance attribi ed to the treatments in July and
September on the basis that a probability value of Ie s than 0.05 was not statistically
significant.

So far as the arboricultural evidence is concerned,b th Mr Kelly and Dr Dobson are
well qualified in this specialisedsubject. In assessingtheir evidence, I found Mr Kelly
more convincing in his views and Dr Dobson mo e tentative and less certain. In
addition the Defendant's case developed and, as not d above, Dr Dobson's evidence
changed during the hearing, with the late reliance on the ivy as the cause of the
problem and the disclosure of the October 1999 tree ~ork.
Having assessedtheir evidence, I prefer the evidenbe of Mr Kelly and the general
suppo~ for it from the LINK paper. I co~sider that ~e has .esta~lishedthat the~eis a
causative effect between crown reductIon and a IreductIon III water use III the
following season.Whilst the greaterthe crown reduc ion, the greaterthe effect on soil
moisture, I am satisfied that the principle of a link etween crown reduction and an
effect on soil moisture is likely even at 20% crown eduction. Such crown reduction
would tend to reduce the extent that the ground woul dry out and, in turn, this would
lead to a smaller amount of shrinkageof a clay subso 1.The lesserthe shrinkage of the
subsoil, the smaller the amplitude of the vertical foundation movement and the
smaller the potential impact on crack movement.'

82

In those circumstances,the evidence of the correlati~ shown in Mr Freeman's graphs
between work carried out to the birch tree and cra k movement provides powerful
support for the Claimant's case that movement in e back addition, as measured at
Cracks A and B, was causedby the birch tree.
!

The movement mechanism

Having considered the available evidence, I now ~ um to consider the coD1peting
opinions on the causeof the movement at the prope and whether the mechanisms
relied on by Mr Freemanand Mr de Silva could, in rinciple, causethe movement in
cracks A and B.
I

84.

The expert engineershave agreed that the relative mf 'vement

observed

to

(Mr

subsidence

of

the

main

house

relative

to the

back

ddition

was

Freeman's

due

either

view)

or

subsidenceof the back addition relative to the main ouse (Mr de Silva's vie'w) or a
combination of thesetwo mech~isms (supported by either expert).
85

~

The Claimant relies on the evidence of Mr Fre man to contend that sl~asonal
foundation movement at the front of the property as ociated with the birch tree was
the effective and substantialcauseof the damageat t rear of the property.
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86.

Mr Freeman's explanation of the mechanism which cftusedthe damageto the rear of
the property is this:
j

t

i)

~hedirec~ion~f movement of the front bay is t Wardsthe streettree (as sho~n
m the dIstortIon survey). The front of the roperty rotates forward durIng
summeras a result of shrinkagedue to the stre , t tree;

ii)

~herear ~f the ~ain house is in tension becausFit is resisting rotation~resulting
m extensIve mmor damage;
,J!
the rotation causesa crack at the party wall c~oseto the junction between the
main houseand the back addition (Crack A); I

r

in the back addition, the force ~~the rot.atio~ wards the front caus:s a pull in
the flank wall of the back addItIon which, I turn, causesa crack m 1:herear
wall to open up on the outside (Crack B);
v)

87

the party wall of the back addition is stable ~ecauseof the support from the
neighbouring property at 20 Gowlett Road. ,I

The Defendant relies on the evidence of Mr de SilV~

and Dr Dobson,

the

that

hearing.

In

summary,

the

Defendant

contends

the

probable

as developed
cause

of

at
the

movement at Cracks A and B is foundation movem nt beneaththe back addition, in
the area of the rear right comer. It relies on the folIo ing:

i)

The foundations of the back addition were onIiY25cm deep.

ii)

They were on clay with a high potential for sItinkage.

iii)

The cherry tree which was removed in 1 95/6 is likely to have caused
subsidenceand damage to the structures of the back addition, including the
rear wall, Hairline cracks in that wall were ecorded in the purchase survey.
The distortion survey showed an historical ilt to the rear. Such damage is
likely to have rendered the back addition more vulnerable to foundation
movements at the rear.

iv)

The old roots of the cherrytree beneaththe *ar wall of the additionprovided
conduitsthroughwhichthe rootsof otherveg~tationmightgrow.

v)

There was, throughout the relevant period"
wall of the addition. Ivy is known to be
drying. It was capableof rooting to a depth
distance of 3m in any dir~ction. It w
desiccationbeneaththe foundations of the ba

vi)

There was n:ver any proper searchconductet which. was likely to identi~ .the
roots of the IVY or the cherry tree under the oundatlons of the back addItIon,
near the right rear comer.

vii)

vy at about 70cm from the rear
apable of intense localised soil
fat least O.S-lm and for a lateral
capable of causing localised
k addition.

!h~ p~ttern of crac~s around the .right reat corner of the back addition is
mdlcatIve of foundatIon movementm that ar~a.
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viii)

The vertical cracks either side of the WindO S in the rear wall of the addition
are indicative and illustrative of foundation ovement in the area of the right
rear comer. Crack B most probably records tation of the panel of brickwork
in the rear wall to the right of the crack monit r.

ix)

This cause is consistent with the usual ex~ectation that the most extreme
damageoccurs closestto the foundation mov~mentand the source.

The Defendant criticises the Claimant's case on C1 usation as being implausible.

It

says that:

The significant observed movement in the house at Cracks A and B was
movement in the two walls which met at t e right rear comer of the back
addition. The movement was physically d structurally remote uom the
foundations at the front of the property and p ysically and structurally close to
the right rear comer. It is therefore more likel to have beencaused by a cause
closerto that movement.
11

It is incongruous to suggestthat forwards mqvement in the front of the house
could lead to movement in Crack B at the vert rear of the property.

iii)

The Claimant's theory also required forwarl
(supported

by

the

basement)

to

cause

Crack

rotation
A

in

but

the

the

right

party

distortion

surveys

wall
are

inconsistent with such forWard movement and there was no evidence of
recovery after the underpinning.

89

90

iv)

The crack development is inconsistent ~th
developmentof the birch tree.
",I

the known history and

v)

There is ~o evide~ce of desiccation beneatht~e foundations at the front at the
relevanttIme, partIcularly beneaththe baseme~t.

I now considerthose criticisms. The Claimant's casedependson movement occurring
at the front of the main house and being transfe ed to cause Cracks A and B.
Movement would have to be transferred to form C ck A in the party wall with 20
Gowlett Road at the junction between the main house and the back addition.
Movement would also have to be transmitted from e back wall of the main house to
the flank wall of the back addition so as to cause Cr k B. It is therefore necessaryto
consider the method by which the movement could be caused so as to create those
cracks.
In cross-examinationa number of recent calculatio~
put

to

Mr

Freeman

to

establish

the

movement

requ

prepared
red

at

by
the

front

Mr

de
of

the

Silva
house

were
to

cause Cracks A and B to open. Mr Freeman a reed with various figures but
emphasised that those calculations assumed that e transfer of movement was
occurring as though the walls were acting as a seriesof rigid plates, which he did not
accept reflected the position. He stated that analy is of movements in the house,required
what he referred to as a more "holistic" a proach and an appreciation that
houses built with lime mortar were more "robust".
esephraseswere criticised by
the Defendantas being an attempt to avoid the cons uencesof the calculations. I do
not acceptthat. The house will not a,ctas a seriesof igid plates becauseit consists of
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a seriesof interlinked elements, walls, floors and roo. These will act as a whole and
transfer movement from one part of the house to an ther. This, in my view, has two
consequences.First, movement is capable of being ransferred through elements of
the house without immediately causing cracks..Mr F eemanobserved that a strain or
angular distortion of more than about I in 250 is re uired for a brick wall to' crack.
Secondly, cracks will occur at points of weakness.It .s therefure possible for damage
to be caused at a location which is remote from the oint of movement. In this case
the connection between the back addition and the ain house would be just such a
potential point of weakness.Also, as Mr de Silva ac pted, so would be the rear wall
of the back addition in the areawhere there were win ows.
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In relation to Crack A, on the basis of the cal
examination, the party wall with 20 Gowlett Road
front by about 4 mm to cause a 3mm crack at Cra
would be unlikely to cause cracking becauseof the
cope with such movements. If movement occurred
party wall with 16 Gowlett Road at the corner adjac
reasonwhy such movement could not be transferred
so as to cause movement at the other side of the fro
The precise transfer mechanism would depend on a
accept Mr Freeman's evidence that calculations are
explaining the mechanism. I consider that this
plausible explanation which relates Crack A to mov
adjacent to the birch tree. Whether that mechanis
considerationof all the other evidencerelating to the

92

In relation to Crack B, on any view the postulat d transfer mechanism i:s more
complex. The calculations, based on rigid plate mov ment, would indicate that for a
horizontal movementof 2.2mm in Crack B on the r
wall of the back addition, there
would have to be a movementof35 mm at the front fthe house adjacentto the birch
tree. The movement would have to be transferred tough the rear wall of tht~house
into the flank wall of the back addition. This rises the question whether the
connection betweenthe back wall of the house and at flank wall would enable that
movementto be transferred. There is evidence from e schedule of repair drawn up
by Mr Trimming that there is a crack at this junctio indicating that there has been
movement across that connection. That schedule simply states: "Crack ,at rear
extension/rear wall comer rising ground to roof beh nd SVP." It is unclear whether
there is also an internal crack at this comer.
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Mr Freemanconsiders that there might be some phy 'cal connection or strengthening
at the junction betweenthe two walls but there is no vidence that this is or is not the
case. As Mr de Silva accepted,if there was movem nt in the back wall of the main
house, some movement could be transferred into th fl~
wall and a crack would
develop depending on whether the connection could ustain that transfer. This would
depend on whether, for instance, the brickwork w bonded at the connection and
how it was bonded. Again, there is no evidence on th s, one way or another. There is,
though, the evidence of the crack at the connectio which shows, at least on the
outside face, that a crack developed. This does not preclude movement being
transferred across the connection. before the crack developed and, depending on
whetherthe crack oenetratesthe whole thickness.afte the crack 'had develooed.

ulations put forward in cross
ould only need to settle at the
A. Such a vertical movement
bility of the house stru<:tureto
t the front of the house:at the
nt to the birch tree then I see no
htough the walls, floor atld roof
t, adjacent to 20 Gowlett Road.
complex series of factors and I
either necessarynor helpful in
ansfer mechanism provides a
ment at the corner of th(: house
has operated will depend on
ovement.

101
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Once the movement is transferred into the flank a11then, as Mr de Silva also
accepted,the window openings in the rear wall of th back addition would represent
an areaof we~ess where the cracking could develo .

95

Whilst the mechanismfor transfer ~f the movement
rear wall of the back addition is clearly more co
principle, that mechanismcould npt occur. Again,
considerationof all the evidenceof the observed mov

96

I now turn to consider whetherthe mechanismdevelobed by the Defendantprovides a
possible explanation for the existen,ceof Cracks A and B.

97

1

0m the front of the houst: to the
plex, I see no reason why, in
hether it did will depend on a
ment.

That mechanism consists of foundation movement t

neath

area

of

of

the

rear

right

comer.

If

th~re

was

settlement

the

the

back

addition,

foundation,

Mr

in
de

the

Silva

con~idersthat Crack A .would open up and he produ ed calculations to show that the
vertIcal movementrequIredwas about 2mm to cause' rack A to open by 2mm.
98

In relation to Crack B, Mr de Silva developed a ore detailed explanation in the
evidence he gave at the hearing. ije considered that Crack B had been caused by a
crack developing on the other side of the windows, closest to the rear right 'comer.
That crack had been caused by a '4buttressof brick rk" moving down and causing
the panels betweenthe windows to distort opening up Crack B at the other side:of the

window.
99.

t

I conside~that ~is mechanismc~uld,.in p!inciple, ~x ain both Crack ~ and .C]:ackB.
Whether ]t provIdes the explanatIonIn thIs case wIll epend on a consIderatIonof all
the evidenceof the observedmovement.

Movement at the front of the property

100.

The first question in respectof the Claimant's mech ism is whether there has been
sufficient movement at the front of the houseto devel p the cracks at Cracks A and B.
The evidence which was gathered by Mr Trimmi g in the period 1998 to 2003
concentrated on Crack A and Crack B. He did not pI ce any tell-tales at the front of
the property. Therefore there are no measurementsof cracks there and limited factual
evidence. It has beensuggestedby the Defendant that this means that Cracks A and B
were therefore the two most significant cracks in e property. Whilst they were
significant cracks, in his report of May 2000 Mr T imming does not state that he
chose the largest cracks but that he was more conce ed to see if the cracks suffered
from current movement.
He describes damage to the front elevation, anum er of cracks in the front room
including a crack in the party wall "dropping from th (:eiling to the picture rlril but,
due to decoration it is only visible for a length of a ~roximately 300mm below the
picture rail before disappearing." He also reports 0 damage to the bedroom above
the front room. He said that the rear room at ground oor level "did not appear to be
significantly affected by subsidence" although it did h ve somesmall cracks." He said
that the rear wall was affected to some extent.
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Evidence of the position in August 2000 is cont ined in a report produced by Mr
Graysmark of Davies, who also took photograph. He notes that "To the .front left
corner of the front first floor bedroom, there is rtical. cracking evident upon the
front wall above the picture rail. In the front I unge below, the rucking of the
wallpaper can be seen in a similar area." There is a photograph of the front ground
floor room showing the crack.
In his February 2001 Report, Mr Trimming sta ed that the existing cracks had
developed to a further extent although there did n appear to be new ones. He said
that the front of the house forward from the spine w 11still had developing subsidence
cracks although their development had not been rap d. He said that the front wall and
rooms enclosedby it were slowly cracking and the droom was cracking to a greater
extent than the front reception room.
In his December2001 Report, Mr Trimming obse d that the cracks that existed in
the house had developed to a further extent and ere had been a very slow but
progressive appearanceof new ones. He observed that movement at the front had
developed subsidencecracks but their development te had not beenspectacular. He
repeatedhis comment that the front wall and rooms enclosed by it were very slowly
cracking with the front bedroom cracking to a great r extent than the front reception
room.

105,

In October 2002 Mr Payne of Davies visited the ho e. A "crack at high level" was
noted in the front room and a photograph taken. He bserved that a comparison with
the photographstaken previously appearedto show th t there has beenno progression
of damage. He referred to the comments by urton ssociates(loss adjusters for the
Defendant) who in May 2002 observed, on only an xtemal inspecti'onof the front,
that there was negligible movement of the front bay.

106.

In his October 2003 Specification for Repairs and De oration, Mr Trimming refers to
repairing the "main cracks" in the front living ro
and front bedroom and to
repairing "small wall cracks" in the rear living r m and "cracks" in the rear
bedroom. For the exterior walls, there was repair to' everal front bay cracks in the
stonework" and "Front wall crack betweenthe bay and 0 16 from ground to cill."
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was rucking and she complained tq Mr Trimming ! about it. She also referred to
damageto the front gardenwall.
I consider that there was progressiveand significant amageto the front in the period
1998 to 2003 and this is borne out by the evidence 0 Mrs Ei1eswho came across as
an honestwitness who did her best to recall the progr ss of the damage.She ac:cepted
that she could not say what progresshad been made etween certain datesbut, on the
basis of her letters to the CIS, it is clear that prog essive significant damage was
noticed in 2002. Her evidence is s.pported by the Re orts prepared by Mr Trimming
in 2000 and 2001 and, to some extent, by the Specification he drew up in 2003. It is
also consistentwith the damageto the gardenwall.
I
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Whilst the reports and photographsproduced by Da ies and the comments by Urton
Associateswouid suggestthat there was little develo ment in the damage at th,e front
between August 2000 and October 2002, I do not fi d the photographic comparison
simple and, in the absence of monitoring it is ifficult to rely on subjective
observations by two different people at different ti es. Both, however, considered
that there was a crack in the front room which was orthy of note. urton Associates
only carried out a superficial inspection of the outsi e of the building. As a result, I
find the evidenceof both the representativesof Davie and urton Associatesto be less,
cogentthan that ofMrs Eiles, supportedas she is by r Trimming's reports.
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However, that does not answerthe question of whet er the movement at the front of
the house causedthe cracking in the back addition, n particular Cracks A arid B. I
now turn to consider whether the evidence supports that mechanism. In doing so, I
also considerthe mechanismrelied on by the Defend t but, as always, I bear i:tlmind
that the burden of proof lies on the Claimant.
113

~

The engineeringexperts are agreed that Cracks A and B must have beencausedby the
samemechanism. In addition, the engineering expe s both put forward mechanisms
which are based on desiccationof the soil as being th causeof the settlement.
The required movement across the fro nt of the property, on Mr de Silva'sleft
calculations, would be about 35mm at the
hand' de (party wall with 16 Crowlett
Road} and about 4mm on the right hand side (part wall with 20 Gowlett Road).the
There would also need to be movement at
top of he rear wall where it meets the
house of about 24 mIn.
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Mr Freemanexplained that, in his view, such movem nt would be likeclyto consist of
movement of the whole house, with the left-hand si e of the house (adjacent to 16
Gowlett Road) moving more than the right':hand si e of the house (adjacen1:to 20
Gowlett Road). There would only be cracking where the angular distortion ~xceeded
the figure of about 1 in 250. Otherwise his view w that the movement w011ldnot
cause cracking to the brickwork which, in his opini n, had considerable flexibility.
On that basis he considered that the limited, but si ficant, cracking observed at the
front of the house would be consistent with this echanism. He referred to an
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example of another house in North London where 1 crack between the main house

(

and the back addition had been caused by the actio
house.

of tree roots at the front of the

Mr Freeman also considered the crack at the juncti n between the flank wall of the
back addition and the rear wallo' the house. He 0 served that whilst a crack was
shown in Mr Trimming's Specific~tion for Repairs, roduced in October 200~1,rising
from ground to roof behind the SVP and a further cr ck was shown in the coursing of
the flank wall, these were not observed by Mr Tri ming in his May 2000 Report
when he had said that the flank wall did not appear 0 have external cracks in it. He
considers that these cracksdeveloped and the develo ment may explain the change in
the behaviour ofCrackB.
Mr Freeman is therefore of the view that damage bserved in Cracks A and B is
consistent with forward rotational movement of the
nt left-hand comer of tile main
house. He does not, on the other hand, consider that the cracking observed is
consistent with subsidenceof the rear right-hand co er of the back addition. H:estates
that he had never seensubsidencecausethe type of c acking observed in the rear wall
of the back addition. He sketched the type of dam ge which he would expect on a
drawing of the elevation of the back addition walls. There are two "classic features"
which he stateshe would have expected and which ere absent.First, he would have
expected there to be arching of the brickwork and s condly he would have e:Kpected
diagonal cracks becoming wider towards foundatio level. He demonstrated this by
reference to Figure 15 on page 53 of the book" as your house got cracks? A
homeowner's guide to subsidenceand heave damage' which he co-authored.
,
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Mr de Silva, on the other hand, considers that the e ective and substantial cause of
the damage'to the property was movement of the b ck addition relative to the main
house. In the joint statementof engineering experts e stated that this movement was
due to subsidencecausedby the band of wet soil at t e rear and, what he described as
"normal seasonaleffects". In his evidence, he modi led this and said that he should
have mentioned the vegetation at the back. As the vidence developed, this related
solely to the ivy at the rear. He said that he was infl enced in this view by the fact of
rotation of the back addition away from the main ouse as shown in the Gryphon
Survey; by the slope of the floor in the first floor be oom of the back addition; by the
seasonal movements in Cracks A and B and by the existence of very ~)hallow
foundations in the back addition.
Mr de Silva considers it unlikely that the main hous , including the cellar, would be
moving as a unit as suggestedby Mr Freemanto give rise to the movements in Cracks
A and B. If Mr Freemanwere right then Mr de Si va would have expected to see
differential movement between the parts of the ho se over the cellar which were
founded at 1.7 m below ground level and the othe parts founded at O.SSmbut he
observedno evidenceof that damage. Mr de Silva co ld not see how movement of the
main house could be transferred to cause the: crac ng in the rear wall of the back
addition in circumstanceswhere there was a crack at the junction of the flank wall of
the back addition and the rear wall of the main house.

~

In his report Mr de Silva had also questioned whe er, based on what was said in a
book by Cutler & Richardson "Tree Roots and Buil ngs", the effect of the birch tree
would have reached further back than the front rec ption room. However. in cross-
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examination, he withdrew this and acceptedthat effects on one part of the hous(~could
lead to effects on other parts of the house. Original y, though, he relied on this as
making the birch a less likely causeof the movement.

(
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Mr de Silva started from the position that the hou e and back addition had been
subject to long-term historic damage prior to 199 , as disclosed in the Gryphon
Survey and in his own observations on his visit to t property. That movemt:nt had
beento the front left-hand comer of the main house d to the rear left hand comer of
the back addition. He considered that this led to the development of Crack A many
years ago. On its own the further development of C ck A could, he accepted, have
beencausedby either movementof the front or move ent of the back addition.
It was the causationof Crack B in the back addition
house which Mr de Silva found difficult to accept.
were cracks at the junction of the flank wall and the
transmissionof movement and that there was little sig
main house. He also found the pattern of cracking i
Trimming, difficult to explain on tHe basis of Mr Free
I

y movement in the front of the
e pointed to the fact that there
ain house which would prevent
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Both Mr Freeman and Mr de Silva are well qualifi d and experi.encedexp(~rts.In
assessing their evidence, I have found that Mr Fre man's views have been more
consistentthan Mr de Silva's and the Defendant's c
and Mr de Silva's evid(~ncein
support of it developed during the hearing. That havi g been said, I was impressed by
the evidence of both experts and they clearly were ex ressing their honestviewpoints
on the difficult case of causation which arises in the proceedings. In the end it has
been support within the factual material which h most assisted me in d(~ciding
which evidenceis to be preferred.
On the basis of that assessment,I have come to th conclusion that Mr Freeman's
opinion of the causeof the damage in Cracks A and is to be preferred for a number
of reasons.First, the existence of the clay sub-soil onditions, the presence ,of tree
roots from the birch and of the evidence of desicca on at the front all point to the
birch tree causing movement. This, in my judgm nt, is also confirmed by the
significant damage which I have found to have been caused at the front. ill contrast,
the evidence at the rear shows t4at the soil was les susceptible to desiccation and
there was a marked absenceof evidence of root gr wth beneaththe back addition
during underpinning or in trial pits. The late reliance y the Defendant, through their
experts, on the ivy was not convincing and if the ivy d beenthe likely cause I would
have expected the parties, Mr Trimming, the loss .usters and the experts to have
noted its significance at a much earlier stage. There s no doubt that the evidence of
soil conditions, tree roots and desiccationprovides str ng support for the invol"ement
of the birch tree in the mechanism.
Secondly, whilst the cyclical movement, in Particular~in Crack A, is clearly reLatedto
seasonalmovementwhich, in principle, could be due to ivy or other vegetation at the
rear of the property or to the birch tree, there ar two factors which I find are
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compelling in pointing to the birch tree being the cau e. As I have found, the evidence
of the crown reduction work carried out to the irch tree shows a remarkable
correlation with the reduced movement in the subs quent season. In particular, the
late disclosure by the Defendant of tree work bei g carried out in October 1999
provided further confirmation of the explanation p t forward by the Claimant and
undermined the Defendant's position. As I have said, the late attempts by the
Defendantto contradict the clear statementmade by i s solicitor and suggestthat work
was not carried out in October 1999 were not sustai able. Further, the withdrawal by
Mr de Silva of his evidence of the extent of influenc of the birch, based on Cutler &
Richardson, weakens the Defendant's overall positi
in relation to causation by the
birch tree.
Thirdly, I accept the evidence of Mr Freeman that the nature of the brickwork in
Victorian houses makes them more robust, in t e sense that they can absorb
differential movement without reaching angular str ins at which brickwork would
crack. This detracts substantially from the concerns that Mr de Silva had as to the
absence of signs of cracking caused by differe tial movement. There would
necessarily be differences in the amount of movem nt in different parts of property
due to the different stiffnesses of components, fo dations, walls, floors and roof.
However, the construction of the house would, as M Freemanobserved,be likely to
causeless cracking.
128

Fourthly, whilst Mr de Silva raises important conc rns in relation to Crack B, he
fairly acceptsthat Crack A could, in principle, be ca ed by the forward movement of
the property. The fact that there is less movement in e rear of the house, in particular
the rear wall of the house, at first seemsinconsistent with Mr Freeman's theory as to
the cause of Crack B. However, if Mr Freeman's t eory is correct, the connection
between the rear wall of the house and the flank w 11would have to have allowed
some transfer of forces acrossit. That would have re uced the apparentmovement in
the rear wall of the main house. On the basis 0 Mr Trimming's Reports and
Specification, I find that originally there was no crac ng in the flank wall but that this
developed in the period from 1998. Havillg rejected t e Defendant's lately developed
"loose brick" theory as an explanation of the chang in the pattern of movement in
Crack B, I consider that the more likely explanation
the developmentof a crack at
the junction of the flank wall of the bac:k addition d the rear wall of the house,
consistentwith Mr Trimming's Report and Specificat' 11.
Fifthly, in relation to the pattern of damage in the ba addition, I find Mr Fre(:man's
evidence more persuasive. Mr de Silva's explanation is that a brickwork pillar in the
rear wall subsided, causing vertical cracks to a ear on the right-hand of the
windows which led to rotation of the brick panels
consequentopening of cracks
on the left-hand side of window to fonD Crack B.
ilst this provides a theoretical
explanation of Crack B, I am not satisfied that it pr ides a correct explanation, for
two reasons.First, there is no evidence that the panel of brickwork rotated or that the
cracks on either side of the window were narro or wide consistent with that
movement. In this respect, I do not consider that e change in movement of the
Avonguard at Crack B, given its location, can e representative of rotational
movement in the brick panels. Secondly, I &ccept at removal of support of the
foundation beneaththe pillar of brickwork with later support at the party wall would
be much more likely to cause some or all of the fi atures of arching and diagonal
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cracks as indicated in Figure 15 of the book co-aui red by Mr Freeman. Rather, the
nature of the crack combined with its location stron ly supports a mechanism caused
by movement of the flank wall.
Sixthly, as I have said, I do not accept that the progr ssive movement in Cracks A and
B was causedby debris in the cracks or softening of he wet clay sub-soil at 1 to 1.5 m
depth, as suggestedby Mr de Silva. Such an explana ion is necessaryin circumstances
where, on his view of the mechanism, seasonalcycl c movement would nomlally not
lead to progressivemovement.
Finally, I do not find the existence of the historic d age to the back addition in the
form of movementto the right-hand comer of signi cance to the cause of the current
damage. The evidence shows that until about 1995 or 1996 there was a cherry tree
adjacentto that comer which, on any view, would have been likely to have caused
historic movement until that cherry tree was remo d. The evidence shows that the
soil at 1 to 1.5 m depth was wet, not desiccated,an I do not consider that, in those
circumstances, such historic movement can be reli
on as pointing to the cause of
current damage.I find that there is no support for th suggestionmade in submissions
that the old roots of the cherry tree beneath the re wall of the addition provided
conduits through which the roots of other vegetation, suchas the ivy, had grown.
On that basis, I find that the main house moved ~waY from the back addition, as
demonstratedby Cracks A and B, and that the causeof this rotational movement was
the desiccating effect at the front of the house of th tree roots from the Defendant's
birch tree.
I now turn to consider liability although I can do so riefly in the light of the position
taken by the Defendant. As I have stated above, e Defendant conceded "that the
tree-managementundertakenby the Defendant was nadequate"and admitted breach
of duty in relation to paragraph 6(2) of the PaTti ulars of Claim. The Defendant
therefore admits that it was negligent and in breac of duty in "Failing to pollard,
crown or otherwise manageor control the growth of t e said tree adequatelyor at all".

~

The failure of the Defendantto manage or contro e growth of the tree was, I find,
effective in pemlitting the ?irch tree to causethe
age. The damage"to the prope~y
would not have occurred If the Defendant had tak steps to remove or ot11erwlse
severely control the growth of the tree.
Initially, the Defendant made a limited admission
to foreseeability of damage.
Whilst it admitted that it was reasonably forese able that there was a risk of
subsidencedamage from the tree to the front of the remises (that is, the part of the
house forward of the spine wall separating the front and rear reception room on the
ground floor) by virtue of the proximity of the tree to e front of the premisesand the
nature of the sub-soil, foreseeability was otherwise enied. However, during closing
submissionsthe Defendantrightly, in my view, conce ed the issue of foreseeability as
to damage at the rear of the property.
136

Accordingly, I find that the Defendant is liable to the~ Claimant
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Damages
The Claimant originally claimed a sum of over £11 ,000 for underpinning w~)rk, the
necessaryrepair work to the property, the cost of alternative accommodation and
various other matters. The Claimant has now accept d that it cannot recover 1~he
cost
of the underpinning to the rear of the property or he element of repair and other
general expensesrelating to that work. In those circ mstances, Mr Freeman and Mr
de Silva have helpfully agreed certain figures and th Claimant has now adopted the
relevant figures as the sum whicH is claimed as d ages. In addition, the Claimant
seeksa sum for general damagesfor the disruption a inconveniencecaused.
now turn to consider the various headsof damages,
Underpinning to the front
As I have said, the Claimant accepts that the cost f the underpinning which was
undertaken at the rear is not recoverable from th Defendant. That underpinning
consisted of underpinning the walls of the back add tion, the central part of the rear
wall of the house and an area of the WC and utility r om in the infill. The cos1:of that
underpinning is £20,257.00.
140.

The Defendantdoes not contest that underpinning at
A and B are proved to have beenc~usedby the birch
Defendant contends that if the Claimant's theory 0
Cracks A and B were not proved, there would be no
property which justified underpinning at the front.

he front is recoverable if Cracks
ree, as I have found. Rat:her,the
the cause of the mOVell1lents
in
ecent damage at the front of the

In fact, as I have found there was significant damag to. the front of the house and in
my judgment that, in itself, would have justifie the recovery of the '::,ostof
underPinning at the front of the house. I do not acc pt that there would neeldto be
damage at the front in excess of Category 2 i BRE Digest 251 to justify
underpinning at the front. Whilst such damage m' ht, generally, be sufficient to
justify underPinning, the whole purpose of underpi ing is to prevent future damage.
Therefore, even if there is damage below Category 2 the cost of underPinning might
be recoverable if it could be shown that continuin significant future damage was
likely. In this case, even absentthe damageto the b ck addition, I consider that the
evidence shows that the birch tree was causing signi lcant damageto the front of the
property. Mr de Silva considered that underPinning of the front was not ne~::essary
provided that the growth of the birch tree was control ed but he said this dependedon
the view of the arboricultural experts. That evidence hows, effectively, that rc~moval
or substantial red\lction of the tree was required to pr vent damageand the De1:endant
has not done this. As a result, Mr de Silva would, it seems, support underpinning in
thesecircumstances.
In any event, I find that the underpinning at the fro
continuing progressive damage at the rear and al
without damageat the rear, in the light of the signific
the front and the likelihood of progressive serious d
Defendantwould not remove the tree to prevent the c

t was necessaryto prevent the
would have been necessary,
t damagecaused,post 1998, to
age at the front, given that the
ntinuing damage.
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The Claimant is therefore entitled to recover the surnIOf£26,492.63 whi,:h is the sum,
including VAT, agreed by the engineeringexperts.
Repair to damage to the back of the property
The Claimant claims a sum of £29,240.34 in relati n to damage to the back of the
property. From the schedule helpfully produced by t e experts it can be ,een that Mr
de Silva disputesthese costs, generally on the basis t at damage other tha n damageto
the front reception room, front bedroom and, to so e extent, the front ,1allway and
stairs was not attributable to the birch tree. There a pear to be two othe] reasons for
disputing sums. First, it is said that 80% of the repai s to the hallway ancl stairs were
necessarybecauseof historic damage, that is damag prior to 1998. Secondly, Mr de
Silva disputes work relating to the roof as he says at this relates to w. iter damage
caused by the leak to the roof and therefore he d sputes that it is att ributable to
damagecausedby the birc,htree.
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The Claimant has not relied on any evidence in i s submissions to deiu with the
matters raised by Mr de Silva and prove that the sputed items are rec ove:rable. I
therefore disallow the sum of £ 1,347.02 (item 2.2) hich Mr de Silva a ttributes to
historic settlementand the total sum of £ 9,423.51 (i ms 2.19, 2.23 to 2.251)~rhich he
attributes to the leaking roof. Otherwise, I find tha -the damage to the :,'ear of the
house and to the back addition was causedby the bir h tree and that the D ~fendantis
liable for the sum of£18,469.81, being the sum clai ed less the two sums that I have
disallowed.
Common Costs
The experts have adopted the usual pragmatic apprO~ Ch
costs
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The

common costs which are therefore attributable to th sum of £29,240.34 c1.1inledby
the Claimant for repair to damageto the back of the p operty are £11,053.96.

147.

On the basis that I have only allowed £18,469.81 for f at claim it follows tha1 tle sum
recoverable for common costs must also be similarly educed. I therefore find tJl.atthe
sum recoverable as common costs related to the rep r to damage to the back of the
property is £6,982.29.

Alternative accommodation
The Defendant relies on the evidence of Mr de Silv~ that, if underpinning h';ld only
beencarried out to the front of the property then it w uld not have beennecessaJy for
Mrs Eiles and her family to move to alternative acco odation. Instead, he explains
that the work could have beencarried out by entering through the bay window wd by
sealing up the front reception room and also, or alt atively, by carrying out ~ome
underpinning by a tunnelling method.

149.

In his evidence, Mr de Silva gave cogent reasons w y he would have organised the
work in this way. However, I am not persuadedthat rs Eiles and her family would
have beenable to maintain a reasonableliving stan
with work being carried ou:: in
the manner suggested by Mr de Silva. The necess noise, dust and activity of
workmen at the house would mean that conditions ould have been difficult to b,~ar
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and there was evidence that Mrs Eiles' daughter suffe ed asthma. In my judgment, the
decision taken by the insurers and Mrs Eiles for Mrs iles and her family to move out
of the house was a reasonable one, even had e work been limited to the
underpinning at the front of the house and the repair 0 the superstructurethroughout
the property.
Obviously, though, the period for which the altemat ve accommodation was needed
was increased by the time needed to carry out the derpinning to the rear of the
property. I note that the engineering experts have
eed that a period of 4 weeks
should be allowed for this in the schedule and I see no reasonto exclude any other
period on the basisof the evidence.
As a result, having alreadydeductedthe sum of £1,65~.00 for the period of 4 weeks, I
find that the Claimant is entitled to recover the balanc~of £21,811.11.
General damages
The Claimant also claims general damages for the d stressand inconvenjence which
was suffered by Mrs Eiles. It is submitted by the aimant that Mrs Eiles suffered
serious distress and inconvenience over a period of years and that, relying on the
matters set out in her witness statement, the distre and inconvenience was more
serious than in other comparablecases.
I have been referred to the excellent articles by
Heartache: The Award of General Damages for
Building Cases" (1988) 4 Const. L.J. 264 and "Mo
Award of General Damagesin Building Cases" (199
of those articles, which are now some years old, the
about £1000 per year for 5 years would be indicated
inflation.

s Kim Franklin "Damages for
nconvenience and Dish'ess in
e Heartache: A Review of the
8 Const. L.J. 318. On the basis
laimant submits that a figure of
appropriate, taking account of

The Defendant does not challenge the principle 0 the recovery of such general
damages or challenge the evidence given by Mrs Eil s. From Mrs Eiles' statement it
is evident that concerns commenced when she con cted Mr Trimming in October
1998. She then made a claim to the CIS in Jul 2000. From then until work
commenced in October 2003 she was in regular corr spondencewith Mr Trimming,
loss adjusters and the CIS. She subsequently move out from October 2003 until
October 2004 when the work was completed. She efers to the general stress and
strain of having the work carried out, including the d t and the dirt which caused her
to spend a considerabletime cleaning up after the wor en left.
The approach of the colirt$ to the question of gene damages for such vexation,
distress and worry is to provide compensationwhic is "not excessive, but modest"
and which "may not be very substantial" per Lord enning MR and Oliver LJ in
Perryv. SidneyPhil/ips [1982] 1 WLR 1297. In Watt v. Morrow [1991] 1 WLR 1421
Bingham LJ said that g~neral damageswere recover ble but were limited, generally,
to damages for physical inconvenience and discom£ and mental suffering directly
related to that.
In this case,there was the physical inconveriience ~ discomfort of having a house
which was cracking and having the house invaded by ~arious people investigating the
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cracks. There was then the need to move out of t e house for a period of a year,
causing the inconvenience of moving out, moving ack, settling into the alternative
temporary accommodationand moving back to a ho se which had beenthe subject of
the remedial work. I bear in mind, though, that the lternative accommodation meant
that Mrs Eiles did not have to suffer the level of i convenience and discomfort that
would have occurred if she had remained in the hou e. She did, however, continue to
visit to keep an eye on the work being carried out to er home.

157. The level of inconvenience and discomfort between 1998 and 2003 was significantly
less than at the time of the moves out of and back the property in 2003 and 2004
and during that year. It seemsto me that a figure of 1,000 is appropriate to cover the
period of the first five years and a figure of £1, 50 is appropriate to reflect the
disruption in 2003 and 2004. I bear in mind that gen ral damagesare awarded for this
to provide modest, not generous,compensation. Ov all, I therefore allow a figure of
£2,250.

Summary
Accordingly, I allow damagesin the total sum of £76\005.84asfollows:
(1) Cost of underpinning to the front of the property:]

£26,492.63

(2) Cost of repair to the damageto the rear of the pr~erty:

£18,469.81

(3) Commoncostsassociated
with (2):

£6,982.29

(4) Cost of alternative accommodation:

£21,811.11

(5) General damagesfor inconvenienceand discomf~rt:

£ 2.250.00
£76,005..84

I invite furthersubmissions
asto interest,if thatis notlagreed.

